
One way ticket. 
 
 Traveling alone somewhere you have never been before is so uncommon! There are mixed 
feelings about my first experience - it is absolutely new, complicated, unusual, obscure but at the same 
time very exciting, funny and wonderful. Moscow-Atlanta-Detroit - this was my first trip to United States 
and to a different country in general. My dad was the last family member to say goodbye to me in Russia. 
For the first time I feel that I needed my family - I had never felt this before! But it's time to grow up as a 
person so no tears anymore. 
 The flight to Atlanta took about 11 hours, so I had enough time to think about what's going to 
happen in the next four years, how should I behave the first couple of weeks in the United States, how 
could I protect myself from thieves or swindlers. While I was sitting on my seat in airplane, I was listening 
to my iPod, and there were couple of songs which fit best to my moral condition. The first one was "The 
Start of Something New" by Vanessa Hudgens and Zak Efron from "High School Musical" - this song 
means a lot for me even now, because it reminds me that my life has totally changed and it is a real start 
of something new for me. The second song was "The Long and Winding Road" by The Beatles - it 
embodied those long trip on plane and winding road - those thorny path that I have chosen and eventually 
will come through. 
 But when I stepped on boarding bridge, I forgot all my fears - because it was so friendly, so 
respectful and so kind!! I really enjoyed my first two hours in America, to be correctly in Atlanta Airport - 
imagine, I have spent my first dollars, I have firstly used my own credit card, I've bought first 
English-languaged magazine, first American "M&M's"... It's really unforgettable! Everybody, even 
saleswoman was interested in how am I! For me it was very unusual because in Russia we don't care 
about anybody's business. 
 When I arrived to Detroit I was surprised again at how comfortable the airport is. My coach and 
Melanie, a team member, met me in Detroit, and I've known that my first night in USA will be in a typical 
American house, like in Americans' movies! Big duplex house with childrens' rooms upstairs and kitchen, 
living room and dining room downstairs; outside is garage and small garden where pets are playing. 
Unforgettable and enjoyable! It is impossible to describe how I feel about my first night in America. 
 I always compare USA to Russia, even now. I try to understand why America is much better than 
Russia, because everything here is for people, even invalids are persons here - by the contrast, if you're 
an invalid in Russia, you're nothing. 
 But I really enjoy my first month in America, the attitude to each other around is very different to 
Russian's. I was really surprised by the road system in USA - the city has one main road, and small 
streets from which are connected to those main road. Super, no traffic jams!  
 Sometimes I get tired of saying everybody "Hey, how are you? I'm fine how are you?". So I need 
to spend time on my own after long day. That's why I've chosen a room for only one person in my dorm. 
And it's important for me now to find balance between spending time on my own and being in the group of 
students. 
 Once something passes for the first time in your life, and so did I. My first experience - coming to 
a foreign country by myself only - was good and unforgettable. I've enjoyed the life of growing-up 
teenager in full aspects with its all deficiences (shortcoming). Turning back to look at what I've gone 
through without any adult I am really happy and so proud of myself. 


